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19TH CENTURY ENGLISH OAK DECORATIVE BOX WITH DOG CARVING

$2,850
An English oak decorative box from the 19th century with carved dog on the lid, stylized foliage on the front and partitioned

interior. Immerse yourself in the delicate craftsmanship of this 19th-century English oak decorative box, a piece that elegantly
marries form and function. With its carved dog perched atop the lid, this charming box is an homage to English artisanship and
a love for nature. The lid opens to reveal a functional interior that's as appealing as the exterior. Inside, a mirror with traces of

aging is tastefully fitted at the top, reflecting the rich, timeless oak. Below, a removable partitioned tray awaits, ready to
accommodate various treasures. The stylized foliage carved on the front of the box adds a touch of sophistication, echoing

designs often found in 19th-century English decor. Crafted from quality oak wood, the box's warm hue and intricate details are
not merely decorative but tell a story of a time when every detail was a symbol of art and mastery. The compartmentalized

interior, adorned with the ornate carvings, aligns this piece with the practical needs of today's interiors while preserving the
essence of historical charm. Perfect for the lover of antiques, this English oak box is more than a decorative item; it's a fragment

of history and a practical storage solution. Its versatility ensures that it fits effortlessly into various interior settings, bringing
with it a touch of 19th century elegance. Whether placed on a mantle, bookshelf, or dressing table, it stands as a statement piece,

reflecting a bygone era yet resonating with modern sensibilities.

Height: 11.5 in (29.21 cm)

Width: 15.25 in (38.74 cm)

Depth: 9.25 in (23.5 cm)

SKU: A 4632
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